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The town of Xianyou in the city of Putian, Fujian province has been cited as 
“the hometown of arts and crafts”which the craft of traditional annatto furniture in 
Xianyou has an important influence on the traditional Chinese furniture industry. In 
the recent years, through the traditional annatto furniture in Xianyou has improved its 
furniture’s art and craft, it presents that the traditional Chinese furniture with Xianyou 
feature has many different production process techniques and the changes from the 
traditional chinese furniture to the new generation chinese furniture with diversified 
artistic features. 
This paper mainly analyzes the development of annatto furniture in Xianyou, the 
craftsmanship of new chinese furniture, the furniture market development obstacles, 
the future development of the traditional chinese annatto furniture in xianyou. This 
paper will also analyze the artistic features of traditional chinese annatto furniture in 
Xianyou from different perspectives, such as enterprises, individuals, the craftsmen 
and so on which would help people to understand the history and content of annatto 
furniture of Xianyou.  
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